. POLICY FOR RED
HARASSMENT AT trIORK PLACE

1. Introduction
and
The Sexual Harassment of Women at workplace (Prevention, Prohibition
Redressal) Act, 2Ol3 ("Act") provides protection against sexual Harassment
redressal of
of women at the workplace and fot the prevention and
same'
complaints of Sexual Harlssment and for matters connected \Mith the
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Sexual Harassment results in violation of
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articles 14 &15 of the constitution of India and her right to life and to
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to
with dignity under Article 21 of the Constitution and the right
any profession or to carr}r on any occupation, trade or business which
includes a right to a safe environment, free from Sexual Harassment.
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Physical Contact and advances
A d.emand or request for sexual favors
Making sexuallY colored remarks
Showing pornograPhy
of a sexual
Any othei unwelcoml prrysical, verbal or non-verbal conduct
nature
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Implied or explici[ threat of detrimental treatment
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o Interference with her work or creating an intimidating, offensive
hostile work environment for her
. Humiliating treatment likely to affect her health or safety
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The company shall treat the commission of an act constituting
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As per the provisions of the Act, the Company shall such comPlaints. The
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The ICC shall be bound by the terms of conduct
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comPlaint in writing
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The Presiding oflicer of the ICC' or in their
by the complainant
ICC shall Jk ;;i;dC"-,h.-"ompr"int being lodged
within one week of the receipt of the complaint'

3. Comolaint Redressal
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complaint sha1l be as specified in
The overall procedure for redressal of,the
t;; ect. ea"ny, it will consist of the following steps:
out a
. On receipt of a formal written complaint' the ICC shall try and work
conciliation between tJre concerned parties'

with the same' the ICC shall
o If the aggrieved party is not agreeableThe
inquiry- would ordinarily be
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initiate ai lnquiry i'ito the complaint'
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and the recommendations
The ICC shatl submit the report of its frndings
to the comPany for necessar5r actions'
the internal complaints committee
For the purpose of making an inquirv'
in a civil court under the Code
shall have the same powers as "'" ul"t"d
in respect of the following
of Civil procedure, 19og when tryrng a suit
matters, namelY:
the attendance of any person and

i). Summoning and enforcing
exarnining him on oath;

ii)

of documents; and
Requiring the discovery and production

iii) Any other matter which may be prescribed
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a) Transfer the aggrieved woman or the resPondent
other work Place; or
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c) Grant such other relief to the

aggrieved woman as may

be Prescribed
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be in addition to the leave *"1i. *orld
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internal complaints
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5. Miscellaneous
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Any incid.ent of Sexual Harassment shall
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other relevant circumstances as per the dictates of law and could
include:

. Written Warning
. Suspension
. Termination of emplo5rment
. Imposition of damages
' Any other penal remedy that may be available to the Company
under applicable law

False accusations of Sexual Harassment can have serious or devastating
effect on innocent persons. While endeavoring to protect employees from
Sexual Harassment, the Company would therefore also ensure that its
employees are not subjected to unwarranted, reckless or malicious
complaints of harassment. If therefore, after inquiry it becomes clear that
the Complainant made false accusation(s) maliciously or recklessly, the
Complainant would become liable for appropriate disciplinary action(s) as
listed above.

If the ICC arrives at a conclusion that during the inquiry any witness has
given false evidence or produced any forged or misleading document, it
may recommend to the Company to treat the same as misconduct.
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No Complainant shall be treated with any form of adverse job related
consequence(s) for bringing good faith concerns about Sexual
Harassment to the notice of the Company, irrespective of the result of the
inquiry. The Company recognuzes that some complaints may be difficult

to prove or substantiate or may not in fact constitute

Sexual
Harassment. These may not be types of complaints that may fall in the
category of malicious or reckless complaints.

Should the aggrieved person choose to approach any forum with a
complaint of Sexual Harassment at work or any other mode, or allow or
authorize any other person to do so, without first exhausting the
redressal mechanism provided by the Company to redress and resolve
such complaints, the Company shatl in no case be responsible or liable
or answerable to the Complainant or any other person in this regard.
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6.

Appeal:

.

Any person aggrieved from the recommendations made by Internal
Complaints Committee or non- implementation of such
recommendations may prefer an appeal to the court or tribunal in
accordance with the provisions of the service rules.

' r The

appeal shall be Preferred within a period of ninety days of
recommendations.

(Signatures of the authorized person)

